
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

Dear all, 

The gift season and Christmas are approaching quickly. We are probably a bit late with our offer. 

You may have planned already your participation in many markets and events.  Nevertheless, we 

at Lekker 61 want to offer you a possibility to sell your craft products, show your work and art in 

demonstrations and maybe even present an event in which people can participate.  

What and where is Lekker 61?   

Lekker 61 is a fairly new restaurant in Oulu, Isokatu 61. The restaurant opened in 2017 as a 

Dutch pancake restaurant. Meanwhile the menu has expanded to some Dutch fast food meals and 

recently we have added Crispy Chicken-, Pan fried chicken- and tofu meals, as well as burgers 

and salads to the menu. The restaurant has a colourful interior and is very specious. There are 

40 seats and there is a space for a 

small shop.  

More important Lekker 61 is a small 

and independent business. 

We know how difficult it can be for 

small businesses to get the public 

interested in the special services 

and handmade products a small 

company can provide. With all the 

big companies and chain stores in 

the city it is even more challenging.  

Therefore we had the idea to team 

up and cooperate with you as artist 

and makers.  

As a team we can be strong in cooperation we can get more people interested in our work.   

At Lekker 61 we have some space. Our restaurant is open 6 days per week. Getting your product 

on display it will be more than a one day market. We are offering small craft companies and -

makers the possibility to sell their products in our restaurant shop.  

We want to give makers, artists, crafter a place to meet their buyers and the buyers a 

possibility to support your work.  
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Selling your products at Lekker 61 

We suggest 2 options,  but of course together we can think of other ideas as well. 

1 We offer you space on our shop shelves. You fill the shelve or our show table with your 

products and we take care for the sales. Easy and simple. Every month we check your 

sales and pay to you. Your costs: 25% commission over the sold products  (no sales, no 

costs). Products need to be easy to sell, without giving much detailed information to the 

customer. (+ 24% VAT) 

2 You sell your products yourself in our restaurant shop. During the time you are in our 

restaurant you can give information, demonstrate your crafts and work of art while 

customers watch. Your costs 15% commission over the sold products, plus 15,00 € / day 

for the use the space. (+ 24% VAT) 

We will promote your products and services in our Facebook and Instagram posts. Together we 

can make this free marketing more visible. Products must be clean and sellable in a restaurant. 

All products and the way these are produced must meet all law requirements. Lekker 61 will not 

buy your products, only sell it commission based. You are responsible for your products at all 

time. We do not sell alcoholic drinks.   

Getting in contact  

To agree in more detail our possible cooperation, please take contact.  

Monday to Friday 9:30 - 19:00 hrs. Saturday 11:00 - 17:00 hrs.  

As mentioned above, other cooperation possibilities are negotiable. For example organising a 

bigger event around your products and our restaurant. 

Visiting is one possibility to get in contact, sending email,  or making a phone call are other 

ways. You'll find us online in Facebook and Instagram as well as our website 

www.lekker61oulu.com 

Email address: info@lekker61oulu.com 

Phone number: 044 777 46 41 

Unfortunately we speak limited Finnish, we kindly ask you to take contact in English.  

We are looking forward for new cooperations and hearing from you. 

Regards and best seasonal wishes to all, 

Dirkje and Coen 


